**SKILL SHOT:** Use flippers to select one of 3 skill shots indicated on the *Video Display*. Make 3 in a row or 1 of each for an additional bonus!

**MULTIBALL LOCKS:** Complete 3-Bank Drop Targets A to light lock Trap Door B on Left Ramp.

**MULTIBALL:** Collect all 3 locks to start Multiball.

**JACKPOTS:** Shoot five *Jackpots* to light *Super Jackpots*!

**FEATURES:** Collect vertical and horizontal sets of lamps to start features.

**LASER KICK:** Hit 2-Bank Stand-Up Targets D to relight Laser Kick.

**SHARK:** From the *Upper Right Fin Flipper* E shoot *Shark Super Scoop* F to collect Sharks to start features. Spell *SHARK* to light *Shark Flips* for automatic shot at *SHARKS*.

**SEARCH & RESCUE:** During regular play, complete the 5 vehicle Stand-Up Targets (ATV & Rescue Truck @ Left Ramp; Helicopter @ Center Ramp; Wave Runner & Scarab @ Right Ramp) to lite feature at the *Spinner*. 